Atomistic Modeling of the ABL Kinase Regulation by Allosteric Modulators Using Structural Perturbation Analysis and Community-Based Network Reconstruction of Allosteric Communications.
In this work, we have examined the molecular mechanisms of allosteric regulation of the ABL tyrosine kinase at the atomic level. Atomistic modeling of the ABL complexes with a panel of allosteric modulators has been performed using a combination of molecular dynamics simulations, structural residue perturbation scanning, and a novel community analysis of the residue interaction networks. Our results have indicated that allosteric inhibitors and activators may exert a differential control on allosteric signaling between the kinase binding sites and functional regions. While the inhibitor binding can strengthen the closed ABL state and induce allosteric communications directed from the allosteric pocket to the ATP binding site, the DPH activator may induce a more dynamic open form and activate allosteric couplings between the ATP and substrate binding sites. By leveraging a network-centric theoretical framework, we have introduced a novel community analysis method and global topological parameters that have unveiled the hierarchical modularity and the intercommunity bridging sites in the residue interaction network. We have found that allosteric functional hotspots responsible for the kinase regulation may serve the intermodular bridges in the global interaction network. The central conclusion from this analysis is that the regulatory switch centers play a fundamental role in the modular network organization of ABL as the unique intercommunity bridges that connect the SH2 and SH3 domains with the catalytic core into a functional kinase assembly. The hierarchy of network organization in the ABL regulatory complexes may allow for the synergistic action of dense intercommunity links required for the robust signal transfer in the catalytic core and sparse network bridges acting as the regulatory control points that orchestrate allosteric transitions between the inhibited and active kinase forms.